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as it been 15 years?! While the events of
May 18,1980 seem like they happened just
yesterday, 1995 marks the fifteenth anniversary of the eruption. A lot has happened in fifteen years.
Homes, roads, and bridges have been rebuilt. Private
timberlands have been salvaged and replanted. More
than 110, 000 acres have been set aside by Congress as
the Mount St. Helens National Volcanic Monument.
Color and life have returned to the blast zone as hardy
survivors are joined by ever-increasing numbers of colonizing plants and animals.
This anniversary issue of the "Volcano Review"
reflects on the changes that have taken place since 1980
and highlights the scientific lessons we have learned in
the aftermath of the eruption.

YTYYTYSeismic S i g n a l s
Back in 1980, earthquakes occurring beneath the
mountain provided the first clues to scientists that the
volcano was waking up. Scientists continue to monitor
the seismic (earthquake) activity at Mount St. Helens,
keeping a finger on the pulse of this still active volcano.
Dr. Steve Malone is a research professor with the
Geophysics Program at the University of Washington.
"My involvement with Mount St. Helens actually began
in 1973 during a study of the small earthquakes that are
common under Cascade Range volcanoes. In 1979, we were
funded by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) to monitor seismicity relating to geothermal activity under the mountains.
When the first big earthquake struck Mount St. Helens on
March 20,1980, we sprang into action and installed ten new
seismographs around the mountain in just 10 days!
The 1980 eruption at Mount St. Helens was one of the first
major volcanic eruptions to be actively and extensively
monitored with a computer-based system. This allowed us to
obtain, display, and interpret the data much more quickly than
had ever been possible before. It provided a real-time record of
what was happening on and under the mountain.

May 18, 1980 - May 18, 1995

It's hard to believe that fifteen years has already passed! The field
equipment we use hasn't changed much in that time, it's just sturdier. It
is in the recording end of things that big leaps have been made. We are
able to process the data not only quickly but automatically. This led to a
successful effort by USGS scientists when Mt. Pinatubo erupted in 1991
in the Philippines. Scientists were able to install the equipment quickly
and anticipate what would happen. This saved lots of lives and millions of dollars in property damage.

What is significant about our studies of Mount St. Helens is the
amount and duration of monitoring that has gone on over the last 15
years. We not only have a thorough record of what happened during
the eruption but we have been able to compile a more complete profile
of how the mountain behaves between eruptions. While this information
is specific to Mount St. Helens, it gives us clues for what to look for in
other volcanoes as well."

Mount St. Helens National Volcanic Monument 1995

• A Whole New Ballgamer

flow swept down the flank of the mountain,
burying the town of Armero and killing more
than 25,000 people. In the wake of the
Now the Scientist in Charge at the USGS
Cascade Volcano Observatory, Dan Dzurisin
Columbian tragedy, scientists developed a new
was working at the Hawaiian Volcano
instrument known as an acoustic flow monitor
Observatory in the spring of 1980 when Mount
that can be used to detect and warn of approachSt. Helens rumbled to life. He was part of a team ing mudflows. These monitors were first sucof volcanologists dispatched to Southwest
cessfully tested on
Washington to monitor the reawakened volcano. Alaska's Mt. Redoubt
For geologists, it
He recalls those days and shares what scientists
in 1989.
greatest
opportunities
have learned about volcanoes since 1980.
ed
in
volcanoes
could
Another outcome
"The eruption of Mount St. Helens really
of the Ruiz eruption
changed what we do and the way we do it. In
was the development
retrospect, we were pretty green. Most of us had
of the Survey's Volcano Disaster Assistance
been studying the Hawaiian volcanoes with their Program, a joint project with the Agency for
non-explosive eruptions of fluid magma. Mount
International Development Office of Foreign
St. Helens was a whole new ball game and our
Disaster Assistance. A team of USGS scientists is
first experience with the more explosive volcanow available to respond to volcanic disasters
noes of the Cascade Range.
around the world at the invitation of foreign
governments. The team
works with in-country
experts to monitor ongoing
eruptions and advise of the
need to evacuate should conditions warrant. The team
was dispatched to the
Philippines in 1991 when Mt.
Pinatubo became active.
Quick and effective response
by scientists and emergency
management officials led to
the evacuation of more than
20,000 residents and prevented
the loss of millions of dollars
in property damage at the
U.S. Clark Air Force Base
alone. The fatalities associated with the eruption were
comparatively few, given the
Scientists monitor an eruption
size of the eruption and the
One of the most important lessons we
population density of the surrounding region.
learned on May 18,1980, was that an eruption
could cause an entire section of mountain to collapse in a giant landslide or debris avalanche.
TYrLessons LearnedYYY
Once volcanologists knew what these deposits
looked like, they started searching for them at
Dr. Chris Newhall is a scientist with the
other volcanoes around the world. Sure enough,
US Geological Survey currently stationed at the
they have now recognized several hundred such
University of Washington. After Many years at
deposits associated with steep sided volcanoes
Mount St. Helens, Dr. Newhall's recent work
like those found in the Cascades. We have also
focuses on Mt. Pinatubo in the Philippines.
learned that some volcanoes, such as Mount
Rainier in Washington or Mt. Augustine in
"I came to Mount St. Helens in September
Alaska, have experienced not one but repeated
of 1980, after most of the fireworks were over. I
mass failures. Even more worrisome is the dishad just completed my PhD when Congress
covery that many of these giant landslides
established the new USGS Cascade Volcano
occurred between eruptions, probably without
Observatory and I was offered a job. For the next
warning. It poses a very hazardous situation for
five years, I served as liaison between scientists
nearby populations but one that is very difficult
conducting studies in the field and folks who
to predict.
needed information such as State and Forest
Service officials.The question on everyone's
The 1986 eruption of Nevado del Ruiz in
mind back then was, "What is it safe to do?"
Columbia taught us a very different, more
painful lesson. We learned that even a very small Scientists were eager to enter the restricted zones
eruption on an ice-clad peak like Ruiz can gener- and begin studies. Timber managers wanted to
start salvage operations before insects and disate destructive mudflows or lahars that travel
great distances from the volcano. One such mud- ease took their toll. The mountain attracted
The Volcano Review

curious visitors like a magnet. On the other
hand, several pending lawsuits made public
officials wary of opening up access to the
volcano and discussions had already begun on
the possibility df preserving the blast zone as
some kind of park or monument.
Now that fifteen
years have passed, it's
was one of the
hard to convey just how
anyone interestintense those first few
ever ask for.
months and years really
were. For geologists, it
was one of the greatest
opportunities anyone interested in volcanoes
could ever ask for. We were completely absorbed
in the work we were doing. We all wore beepers
and were on call 24 hours a day, just like a
doctor or firefighter. There wasn't an ounce of
energy left for anything else. During that time,
my wife took to referring to herself as a "widow'
and she wasn't joking.
In spite of the long hours and the pressures
of the job, I wouldn't have traded it for anything.
It was thrilling to be a part of this mcredible
series of natural events and to help figure out
what was going on. It was also very stimulating
to host numerous foreign scientists who flocked
to the volcano. And it was rewarding to take the
scientific lessons we were learning and put them
to immediate and practical u.^e both here and
elsewhere.
If I had to summarize the lessons we
learned at Mount St. Helens, I would emphasize
the following four:
First, we learned that stratovolcanoes, like
those we find in the Cascades, do collapse with
regular frequency and these events are often
accompanied by a laterally-directed blast. Prior
to Mount St. Helens, the known collapse and
blast events could be counted on one hand. Now,
we've recognized more than 200 examples
world-wide, including two more from Mount St.
Helens' past!
We've also learned that the evidence of certain types of eruptions can be very ephemeral.
Some of the most hazardous events, such as a
lateral blast, are least likely to be recorded in the
form of a lasting deposit. In just fifteen years,
there are many areas around Mount St. Helens
where the blast deposit can no longer be found.
It's a thin, sandy layer, easily carried away by
wind and water or worked into the underlying
soil by plants and animals. I would bet that 100
years from now, examples of the blast deposit
will be difficult to find at all. The same holds
true for the landslide deposit. While today it fills
the Toutle River drainage, the river continues to
rework it and carry it downstream. Geologicallyspealdng, that deposit could disappear in a relatively short time. For scientists, this reminds us
that just because you can't find a deposit doesn't
mean that an event didn't occur in the past.

Mount St. Helens brought home the lesson
that while the immediate volcanic hazard from
an eruption may dissipate, the hydrologic
hazard continues for a long, long time.
Downstream communities remain at risk for
flooding and devastating mudflows years and
decades following an eruption. Look at the
efforts that went into pumping and then tunneling ah outlet for Spirit Lake, or constructing a
sediment dam on the Toutle River. These
hazards are very real. My recent work has
focused on Mt. Pinatubo in the Philippines.
They have experienced terrible lahars, or mudflows, in each of the four years since the
eruption.
Finally, the eruption of Mount St. Helens
and the subsequent eruptions of Nevado del
Ruiz in Columbia and Mt. Pinatubo reinforce
the lesson that it's not enough to have a quick
scientific response to a potential eruption. You
need to have an equally quick civil defense
response and public officials who are willing to
make some hard decisions. More than 25,000
lives were lost at Nevado del Ruiz, a tragedy
that none of us wants to see repeated.
Evacuations are disruptive and costly, but ultimately, they are the only way to save lives.
With each new lesson we learn, we can help
people live, work, and visit volcanoes in safety,
provided they are willing to step back when we
see that a volcano is getting ready to erupt.

TTTA

Dome G T O W S Y T T

Cynthia Gardner is a geologist with the
US Geological Survey. She has studied the
development and collapse of lava domes at
volcanoes in Alaska and the Pacific
Northwest. She is currently working with
other USGS scientists on a geologic map and
volcanic hazards assessment of Oregon's Mt.
Hood.
"Since the May 18, 1980, eruption, there
have been several smaller eruptions at Mount
St. Helens. Known as dome building eruptions, these later events extruded layers of
thick, pasty lava onto the floor of the crater,
eventually building a dome more than 800 feet
high. Visitors often see steam rising from the
still-warm rock.
While studying active volcanoes is always
risky work, the sudden collapse of a lava
dome poses a particularly serious hazard for
volcanologists. In 1991, three scientists and
forty journalists and civilians died during a
lava dome collapse at Japan's Mt. Unzen.
Among them was Harry Glicken, one of the
scientists who was deeply involved during the
Mount St. Helens eruption. Mount St. Helens
is important to scientists because its lava dome
rests on flat crater floor. We can study it in a
relatively safe environment to learn how lava

domes grow and cool. We can also use it as a
testing ground for different types of instruments. We can then apply that knowledge to
lava domes in areas where it
is not as safe to work.

broke loose from the west side of the Sunset
Amphitheater and traveled down the Puyallup
River valley.

We have learned that
lava domes can collapse
without warning. We have
also learned how to better
recognize the pyroclastic
deposits from a dome
collapse event. As a result,
we now know that dome
collapse events have
occurred at many of the
Cascade volcanoes including Mount St. Helens,
Mount Rainier, and Mt.
Hood."

An early lava dome

rLooking to Mt. Rainierr
Carolyn Driedger is a volcanologist with
the US Geological Survey and has spent several
years studying Mount Rainier.
"The eruption at Mount St. Helens served
as a sharp reminder that the Pacific
Northwest's dormant volcanoes can reawaken
at any time, threatening lives and property.
Now our attention is turning to its neighbor to
the north, Mount Rainier. While Mount St.
Helens has been far more active than Rainier
and has erupted more volcanic ash over time,
the more we learn about Mount Rainier, the
more we understand the hazards it poses.

Why is Mount Rainier so prone to debris
flows? For one thing, it is an older volcano that
has been in existence for at least 800,000 years.
It's rock, once strong, has been chemically weakened by centuries of exposure to underground
thermal activity. The fumaroles on the mountain's summit indicate that the inside of the
mountain is saturated with warm, acid-rich
water that over time turns volcanic rock to soft
clay. Such structurally-weakened rock is more
likely to collapse. Another reason is Mount
Rainier's size and elevation. It is 14,411 feet high
and stands more than a mile above the current
summit of Mount St. Helens. The additional
relief increases the possibility of future debris
flows. Also, the summit of Mount Rainier holds
24 times more ice and snow than the pre-1980
cone of Mount St. Helens. Catastrophic melting
during an eruption could initiate a large flow.
Rainier's flows are likely to be much larger, and
will probably flow farther and faster the debris
flow that filled the North Fork Toutle River
Valley in 1980.

The major threat at Mount Rainier is the
production of debris flows-mixtures of mud,
rock, and water that look and behave like flowing concrete. A debris flow usually forms in
one of two ways. Hot, eruptive materials can
melt summit ice and snow, sending a slurry of
While we know this type of event is likely
debris down the mountain. Or, a flank of the
to
occur
again, it will be difficult to predict
mountain itself can collapse in a massive landwhen. This is due to the
slide, triggering a very
fact
that some of the
large flow.
The eruption at Mount St. Helens
flows at Mount Rainier
served as a sharp reminder that the
appear to have taken
Scientists now
Pacific Northwest's dormant
volcanoes
place
during non-erupknow that large debris
can reawaken at any time, threatentive
periods
and may
flows have occurred at
ing lives and property.
have
been
triggered
by
Mount Rainier about
large
regional
earthevery 500-1,000 years
quakes instead. When
during the past 6,000
you
add
up
all
these
factors
and you consider
years. A study of the volcanic deposits around
the
number
of
people
now
living
near the volthe mountain shows at least seven occasions
cano
and
the
Puget
Sound
lowlands,
you can see
when it has produced flows large enough to
why
we
are
definitely
keeping
an
eye
on Mount
reach Puget Sound. One of these, the huge
Rainier!"
Osceola debris flow, traveled down the White
River valley about 5,000 years ago. It left a scar
on the volcano's east flank that is now covered
by the Emmons Glacier. About 500 years ago,
another debris flow know as the the Electron,
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n the w a k e of the May 18,1980,
eruption, m a n y scientists feared
that all life had b e e n exterminated within the blast zone. To their surprise
and delight, many plants and animals
survived the eruption and others were
quick to colonize the area. W h e n
Congress established the M o u n t St.
Helens National Volcanic M o n u m e n t in
1982 and mandated that it be protected to
allow natural processes to unfold, scientists were given an unparalleled opportunity to study the return of life to a volcanic landscape.

• v v r L i f e ReturnsYYYY
Peter Frenzen is the Monument Scientist for
the Mount St. Helens National Volcanic
Monument and has held this position since it was
first created in 1987. He is responsible for coordinating all of the ongoing scientific studies at the
volcano.

For me, working at Mount St. Helens has
been a life-changing experience. To read about
the volcanic and biologic history of the Cascade
Range is one thing but to experience it first-hand
is another. I vividly remember my first trips into
the blast zone. It was like being on another planet, everything was so strange and new. Right
after the eruption, the rate of change seemed
particularly dramatic. I remember the excitement
of each newly discovered seedling or the thrill I
had in finding a tree frog out in the blast zone,
far from the nearest forest. To realize that it had
jumped across that barren landscape was amazing. I just sat and held it for awhile. About the
only experience I can think of that would be
more exciting would be to explore another
planet!
The Monument is collaborating with a number of universities to continue long-term
biological research at the volcano. One involves tracking the
primary succession on the
Pumice Plain, an area sterilized
by fiery, pyroclastic flow
deposits. The Pumice Plain is
significant because it was the
only area in the blast zone where
nothing survived. Scientists
have marked, mapped and
measured every individual
plant on two
sample plots since the first
plant was observed in 1982.
This information is helping
mathematical modelers determine how well existing theory
matches the actual "on the ground" seedling by
seedling development of a plant population. A
more recent study monitors the influence of elk
and deer on vegetation recovery in the blast
zone. To do this, we built three fenced areas,
called exclosures, to keep elk and deer out. We
study the number and abundance of plant
species in the exclosures and compare them to
unfenced control plots. Inside the exclosures
plants that have been repeatedly nipped back by
elk and deer are beginning to grow vertically
again. It is still too early to reach any long-term
conclusions about the influence of elk and deer
since the oldest exclosure has only been in place
for three years.

"Mount St. Helens has been a big part of my
life for the past 15 years. The mountain erupted
while I was studying the revegetation of a 33 year
old mudflow at Mount Rainier. The opportunity
to study plant succession
right after an eruption led
me to pursue graduate
Not all of our
...Working at Mount St. Helens
research at Oregon State
studies focus on
has been a life-changing
experience...
University. During the
plants. Scientists
About the only experience I can
next seven years I worked
from the Monument
think of that would be more exciting
on a joint National Science
and Utah State
would be to explore another
planet!
Foundation / Pacific
University have been
Northwest Research
studying the recovStation program to study vegetation recovery
ery of amphibian species in lakes and streams
throughout the blast zone. Part of my job was
within the blast zone. General population surcoordinating the placement and protection of
veys are being conducted to document coloresearch studies around the volcano. One thing
nization rates, species distribution, and comled to another and, before I knew it, I was offered
munity composition. The results from this
the newly created job of Monument Scientist.
work are significant in view of the perceived

decline of amphibian populations throughout
the region. The Mount St. Helens blast zone
and adjacent intact forests provides an interesting setting for examining the response of
amphibian populations to disturbance.

When I think of Mount St. Helens, I don't
think about the mountain as it was even though
I climbed to its pre-eruption summit and appreciated its alpine beauty. Instead, I think about the
mountain as it is. I am fascinated by the changes
to the landscape both during and since the eruption. I think about all of the questions we still
have and the lessons to be learned. Even though
I've been studying Mount St. Helens for 15 years
I never cease to be amazed by the changes
underway in this strange and beautiful place!"

The Volcano review is
produced by The
Northwest Interpretive
Association in cooperation
with The USDA Forest Service.
For more information contact:
Mount St. Helens
National Volcanic Monument
42218 N.E. Yale Bridge Road
Amboy, WA 98601
(360) 750-3900 (Information)
(360) 750-3902 (TTY)
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"There is nothing
permanent except
change."
Heraclitus
...Today

Mount St Helens from the shore of Spirit Lake

At Mount St. Helens, natural
forces are constantly at play
changing the landscape in both
subtle and dramatic ways.
Mount St. Helens from Norway Pass
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Mount St. Helens Visitor Center at Silver Lake
The Mount St. Helens Visitor Center is the western gateway to the
National Volcanic Monument. Located five miles east of Castle Rock on
the shores of Silver Lake, this center offers you an excellent introduction
to the events of the May 18,1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens.
Services include award-winning theater presentations, walk-through
interpretive exhibits, a staffed information desk and a Northwest
Interpretive Association book sales area.
A nature trail and and magnificent views of the Silver Lake wetlands
provide the curious visitor year-round opportunities to observe
waterfowl, wildlife and native vegetation. Across the highway from the
visitor center is Seaquest State Park which offers picnic, camping and
recreational facilities.
Welcome to Coldwater Ridge Visitor Center!
Coldwater Ridge Visitor Center invites visitors to discover the
fascinating ways that plants and animals have reappeared throughout
the blast zone. Visitors to Coldwater enjoy panoramic views of the
volcano, the newly formed lakes, and the debris-filled Toutle River
Valley. The interactive exhibits, the paved 0.25 mile Winds of Change
Interpretive Trail and live interpretive programs offer insights into the
many ways life emerged from the ashes ofthe 1980 eruption.
Coldwater's restaurant includes a selection of sandwiches, soups,
salads, and drinks, as well as an espresso coffee bar. The gift shop offers
Mount St. Helens T-shirts and gifts, many crafted by Northwest artists.
In the central hallway, the Northwest Interpretive Association's
bookstore offers a variety of books, cards, and posters of Mount St.
Helens and the Pacific Northwest.
With over one million visitors coming to Coldwater Ridge each year,
it's important to stay on the trails and to help keep the area litter free.
Thank you for your cooperation!
(Note: See information on Coldwater Lake Recreation Area Page 13)
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Mount St. Helens Visitor Center
Open Daily
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
April 29 to September 30
Fall and Winter hours may vary. Please call ahead at (360) 274-2100.
Coldwater Ridge Visitor Center
Open Daily
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
April 29 to September 30
September 30 - May 1 open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Information Station

• • • • • • T

Randle Ranger Station
Open Daily
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
May 25 to September 30
Information on traveling, permits and road conditions are available here
For more information call 360-497-1100. Randle Ranger Station is located
three miles east of Randle on Highway 12. This facility may be closed for
1 / 2 an hour during the lunch hour.
4

Driving Times

Visitor center at Silver Lake
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Apes' Headquarters
Open Daily
10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
May 25 to September 30
Explore the furthest reaches of a lava tube formed from an eruption of
Mount St. Helens 1,900 years ago. Lantern rentals, book sales and travel
directions are available. Lanterns can be rented until 4 p.m. Apes' Headquarters is located by Ape Cave on Forest Road 8303, south of the volcano.
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Woods Creek Information Station
Opens May 24 to September 30
9 a.m. to 4 p.m
Closed Wednesdays thru June
Woods Creek Information Station is a drive-through or quick stopping
point. Forest interpreters can provide you with maps and information to
make your trip more enjoyable. The staff is knowledgable about
camping and hiking opportunities and other features in the area,
including Mount Rainier. You are welcome to come inside the building
and take a look at the books, brochures, slides, maps, videos and
postcards for sale through the Northwest Interpretive Association.
The facility may be closed for 1/2 hour during the lunch hour. The
information station is accessible. It is located 6 miles south of Randle on
Road 25.
If the information station is closed and you are in need of assistance,
please backtrack to Randle and stop at the Randle Ranger Station which
is located 1 mile east of Randle on Highway 12.

Mount St. Helens National Volcanic Monument Headquarters
Monday through Friday
Year-round
7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The USDA Forest Service Headquarters for the National Volcanic
Monument is located three miles north of Amboy on State Highway 503.
Information on traveling, road conditions and permits is available here.
Permits are required for the following activities: climbing the volcano,
picking mushrooms and berries, cutting Christmas trees and firewood,
or gathering forest products and minerals. For more information call
(360) 750-3900.
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During the winter of 1995-96 two large floods
struck the Gifford Pinchot National Forest.
Hydrologists rank the floods as two of the largest to
hit the area in the last century. Landslides and
washouts blocked roads and trails in dozens of
places, greatly limiting access to some recreation
sites. The Forest Service, private contractors, and
Federal Highways Administration are working at a
feverish pace to make needed repairs.

APE CAVE AND SOUTH SIDE
CLIMBS OPEN
Access to popular destinations such as Ape Cave,
Trail of Two Forests, Lahar Viewpoint, Kalama
Horse Camp, and Lava Canyon Recreation Area
have been restored. Access to Climber's Bivouac is
open, as are opportunities for hiking, horseback
riding, and mountain biking on the south and west
sides of Mount St. Helens. The community of
Cougar serves as the jumping off point for south
side adventures.
Use of the popular south side of Mount St. Helens
is expected to be higher than usual this summer.
The Forest Service and local businesses are
planning for an increased number of visitors.
Visitors to the area will find lots to do, with an
enhanced number of interpretive programs, guided
walks, and well-maintained facilities. Look
on page 5 in this issue for a listing of scheduled
events.

Mudslides along forest roads

HIGHWAY 504 VISITOR CENTERS OPEN
The Washington State Department of Transportation quickly removed slides
from State Highway 504, restoring access to Hoffstadt Bluffs Visitor Center, the
Forest Learning Center and the Coldwater Ridge Visitor Center. This highway
is in good condition and the many facilities along the route offer a full range of
visitor services.

PARTS OF FOREST REMAIN CLOSED
Road 90 / Lewis River Recreation Sites:
Forest Road 90 was blocked 10 miles east of Cougar when a large landslide
swept down Marble Creek cutting an 80 foot deep, 180 foot wide gully in the
roadway. Engineers estimate that it will take a year to construct a bridge and
restore traffic.
Access to the popular Lower Falls Campground on the Lewis River and
Northwoods on the east end of Swift Reservoir is by an alternate route. Follow
the Wind River Highway north from the town of Carson in the Columbia River
Gorge. Lewis River Trail #31 was severed in two places by massive landslides.
Road 25 & 99 / Windy Ridge Viewpoints
Forest Road 25, which is the principal north-south road connecting Randle with
Swift Reservoir, was damaged by numerous landslides and washouts.
Engineers estimate that it will take most of the summer before the north-south
traffic is restored.
Forest Road 99 which leads to Windy Ridge and other popular Spirit Lake
viewpoints was heavily damaged and is not expected to be open until the
spring of 1997. Road 26 which offered an alternate connection between Roads
99 and 25 was also heavily damaged. Access to popular hiking trails along
Road 99 will be limited by lack of access to trailheads and closures of flood
damaged trails. Watch for possible opening of Road 25 out of Randle to Bear
Meadows on Road 99 in late summer.

ACCESS INFORMATION UPDATED WEEKLY

Pine Creek Bridge
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Trail and road access information is updated weekly and may be obtained by
calling the Monument Headquarters at (360) 750-3900, or on the internet at:
[http://washington.edu.1180/home/trails/helens.html}. If you are planning a
trip deep into the forest, call ahead to make sure the area is open. Monument
staff will be happy to suggest alternate places to hike or camp, if your favorite
area is unavailable.

Guided Walks & Talks
Meet with a forest interpreter and learn about the past, present and
future of Mounts St. Helens. Informative talks and special presentations
will be offered throughout the summer season. Guided interpretive
walks reveal some of the mysteries and wonders of this special place.
Mount St. Helens Visitor Center
Daily
Times posted at Center
Meet in the main lobby
Coldwater Ridge Deck Talks
Daily
Times posted at Center
Discover some of the mysteries and secrets of Mount St. Helens as an
interpreter describes the incredible changes this landscape has endured.
The deck is located at the rear of the visitor center. During stormy
weather, talks will be held inside the center's main pavilion; allow 20
minutes.
Special Mid-Week Programs: enjoy skits, elk bugling, games, special
guests, and other surprises on these "not-so-busy" mid-week days.
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday; allow 20 minutes.
Winds of Change Interpretive Trail
Daily
Times posted at Center
Trail DifficultyiEasy
This is a 0.25 mile barrier-free loop trail located just 50 yards to the
west of the Coldwater Ridge Visitor Center. Join an interpreter for this 45
minute guided walk or tour it on your own at any time. Discover how
the stone wind of the 1980 eruption slammed into Coldwater Ridge and
how with the gentle winds of time, plants and animals have returned.
This trail offers sweeping views of the Toutle River Valley and Mount St.
Helens.

Exploring Ape Cave

Ape Cave Lantern Walk
Daily
Weekends 10:30,12:30,1:30, 2:30,3:30
Weekdays 10:30,12:30,1:30, 3:30
June 25 to September 30
Join a forest interpreter who will shed some light on the life and
features of the cool, dark world of this 1,900-year-old lava tube. Wear
warm clothes and sturdy shoes. Lanterns will be provided. Meet at
Apes' Headquarters, 3 miles north of the junction of Forest Roads
83/90; allow 40 minutes. Apes' Headquarters is open daily from 10:00
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Lantern rental available for $4 from 10:00 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Lanterns are due back by 5:00 p.m.
Lahar Talk
Daily
Weekends 10:30,12:30, 2:00
Weekdays 10:30, 2:00
June 25 to September 30
Come hear how the south side of Mount St. Helens was affected by
the May 18,1980 eruption. A forest interpreter will tell you stories
about the resiliency of life in this mudflow-scoured landscape at the
Lahar Viewpoint, 10.5 miles east of the junction of Forest Roads 83/90;
allow 15 minutes.

Winds of Change Trail
Campfire Programs
Cresap Bay Campground
Friday - Saturday 8:00 p m June and July
7:30 p m August
Cougar Campground
Friday - Saturday 8:00 pm June and July
7:30 p m August and September
Join a forest interpreter for an evening of games, stories, songs, and
fun for all ages. Cresap Bay Campground is located approximately 7
miles north of the town of Amboy on State Highway 503. Cougar
Campground is located just east of Cougar on SR 503.

Lava Canyon Walk
Daily
Weekends 10:45,12:45, 3:30
Weekdays 12:45,3:30
June 25 to September 30
Discover more about Mount St. Helens' eruptive past. Join a forest
interpreter for a guided 0.25 mile walk down a barrier-free trail. Explore
a mudflow-scoured canyon with views of a waterfall plunging over an
ancient lava flow. Meet at the trailhead of the Lava Canyon Recreation
Area, 11 miles east of the junction of Forest Roads 83/90; allow 40
minutes.
From the waterfall viewpoint, visitors can either return to the
trailhead or continue on a more difficult 0.75 mile loop that takes you to
the opposite side of the canyon, then back via a breathtaking
suspension bridge. The hike back up to the waterfall viewpoint is not
recommended for visitors who dislike steep cliffs and narrow trails.
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T Trails in the Restricted Area T
A restricted area h a s b e e n established in the heart of the National
Volcanic M o n u m e n t to protect o p p o r t u n i t i e s for scientific research a n d
allow for the recovery of p l a n t a n d a n i m a l life. The following rules
apply in the restricted area:
• Stay o n the trail; off-trail prohibited.
($100.00 m i n i m u m fine).
T C a m p i n g a l l o w e d o u t s i d e the restricted z o n e only.
(Please see m a p p p . 6 & 7).
• Disturbing research plots or removal of a n y natural
feature is strictly prohibited.
T Access into the crater is strictly prohibited.
• Fires are n o t allowed w i t h i n the blast area.

EASY - Level to gently rolling g r a d e s less t h a n 20%.
Trail treads 18-24" w i d e . Easy hiking, suitable for children or
individuals seeking a leisurely walk.

MORE DIFFICULT - M o d e r a t e g r a d e s u p to 30%. Trail
treads 12-18" w i d e d e p e n d i n g o n level of use. Vigorous hiking for
individuals of n o r m a l physical condition.

M O S T DIFFICULT - Steep g r a d e s , n a r r o w tread
w i d t h s , low levels of m a i n t e n a n c e . M a y require s t e p p i n g over logs,
traversing steep cliffs or fording streams.

For m o r e detailed information a n d m a p s , contact o n e of the visitor
centers or a Forest R a n g e r District Office.

Climbing
Prior to 1980, Mount St. Helens was a popular climb. Records from the 1970s show
that more than 10,000 climbers a year attempted to reach the summit. All that
changed on May 18,1980.
The summit and north flank of the volcano collapsed in a giant landslide,
transforming the symmetrical 9,677 foot peak into a truncated cone 1,300 feet
lower. A gaping crater, more than 2,000 feet deep, now opens to the north and the
alpine glaciers that once cloaked the summit are gone.
At 8,365 feet, the rim of Mount St. Helens now provides outstanding views of the
crater, lava dome, blast area and surrounding volcanic peaks. The mountain was
reopened to climbing in 1987. At that time, a mandatory permit system was
initiated with a seasonal quota. This policy was developed to help protect natural
processes while allowing for recreational climbing access.
Permits are required year-round to climb above 4,800 feet elevation. FromMay 15
through October 31, access is limited to 100 climbers a day. After October 31,
permits are self-issued at the Climber's Register at Jack's Restaurant and Store,
located 5 miles west of Cougar on State Route 503. Permits are free.

Crater rim with Mt. Adams in the background
In early summer, snow is commonly encountered, especially in gully bottoms.

During the quota season from May 15 through October 31, up to 60 permits per
day are available by reservation from the Monument Headquarters. These permits
are issued to climbers applying in person or by mail. Weekends are in great
demand and most Saturdays and Sundays during the summer are filled many
weeks in advance.
Unreserved permits for 40 climbers are available daily at Jack's Restaurant and
Store. These permits are distributed by lottery each day at 6:00 pm for climbers
wishing to climb the following d a y You may enter the lottery beginning at 5:30
pm. The lottery will take place promptly at 6:00 pm. All climbers present may
enter the drawing. Lottery winners will be issued a permit for their group of u p to
four climbers. If your group is larger than four, someone from the group will need
to compete for additional permits. Any permits remaining after the lottery will be
available on a first come first served basis.
All climbers are required to sign in before and after their climb at the Climber's
Register. The Register is located at Jack's Restaurant and Store on State Route 503,
23 miles east of Woodland (1-5 Exit 21) and 5 miles west of Cougar.
Climbers may choose to camp at Climber's Bivouac at the upper end of Forest
Road 830. This site offers parking and toilets, but no water or other facilities are
provided. Be sure to park vehicles on the gravelled parking areas only.
During the summer the most popular route to the summit is Monitor Ridge,
starting at the Climber's Bivouac. Most climbers complete their round trip in 8-12
hours. The Monitor Fudge route is a non-technical scramble gaining 4,500 in 5
miles. The route begins on the Ptarmigan Trail #216A which gently climbs for
about 2 miles to timberline. Above timberline, the route travels oversteep, blocky
lava flows on the lower slopes and loose, sandy volcanic ash on the upper slopes.
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There is no drinking water available on the volcano. All climbers are
encouraged to carry extra layers of clothing including rain and wind shells,
sun protection for skin and eyes, extra food and water, sturdy boots, gaiters,
and a first aid kit. If you plan to climb on snow, an ice axe is highly
recommended.
Weather and climbing conditions can change rapidly. Wind, rain, fog and even
snow can form quickly. For a safe and comfortable climb, always keep an eye
on the weather. The temperature at the crater rim can be 20-30 degrees colder
than the surrounding valleys. Be prepared!
Though Mount St. Helens is not a particularly dangerous climb, some
accidents with injuries do occur. The majority of these accidents occur when
climbers slide down snow fields and lose control. If you choose to descend on
snow, control your speed and always be able to stop yourself!
With more thanl6,000 registered climbers ascending the mountain each year,
it is important for each climber to help minimize human disturbance. Stay on
established routes and avoid trampling sensitive alpine plants. Use the toilets
provided at Climber's Bivouac and at timberline to reduce the amount of
human waste on the volcano. Pack out all litter.
All climbing opportunities at Mount St. Helens are on the south slopes. The
areas north of the South Fork of the Toutle River on the west and Windy Pass
on the east are closed to all climbing and off-trail travel. Entry into the crater is
strictly prohibited.
For current climbing conditions and permit information call the "Climbing
Hotline" at 360-750-3961.

FAMILY YUM PAGES!
What happened to the forest in the eruption?
How has the landscape changed since?
What might this place look like in the future? To find out, read the

Story of the GRAND

TREE

Years ago I was one of the tallest Douglas firs near Mount St. Helens. 1 grew near this beautiful
mountain and gazed at her first thing every morning as the sun rose. The ash that she had sent my friends
1
it'Vi \\\llt\lt0\U I''' > ihT'l 1 >%TP°^ \/V a n dmeover the centuries had made the soil very comfortable for us. All kinds of plants and animals lived
a? \ty I d/ \ll ><&'' %cP hP otp "71// qj?/, a r o u n c i m e /\t night the owls would hoot in the forest, during the day they would roost on my branches.
1 must admit that May 18. 1980 was probably the most exciting day of my 500-year life. The blast
just blew me down like a blade of grass, scorched my bark and branches and covered me with a
thick layer of ash! I had seen several eruptions in my long life, but never anything like this.
After the eruption it took me quite a while to get used to my new appearance. The world looked so
different from this position! I guess the eruption had changed the view quite a bit, too. All my
fellow trees lay all over the ground and there were few living plants. No wonder. There was no
longer any shade, so the sunshine was much too bright for the plants that used to grow in the forest.
Then suddenly one day, two years later, I saw this pretty plant with pink flowers right next to me!
She told me she was Fireweed and that the wind had blown her here as a seed. She said she actually
loved the bright sunshine! Quite soon other sun loving plants showed up, too: Lupines, Pearly
Everlastings, Thistles, False Dandelions, and shrubs, like Red Alder, Willow and Cottonwood. It
was fun to have some young company. They called me their Grandtree!
Over the years, as the shrubs grew bigger, I grew smaller, because I was now decaying. Boy, it
tickled me when all kinds of bugs turned the nutrients of my wood back into soil,
for the plants to use! It was nice to think I was helping my young friends grow.
Soon, I had quite a lot of company. Woodpeckers pecked at me trying to find bugs, while Chipmunks
and Ground Squirrels ran all over me. Elk and Deer soon found the tasty flowers and shrubs I was
nourishing. They often stayed overnight with me, leaning on my side. A just-married junco couple
found a safe place to nest below me. Soon the little chicks woke me every morning before sun rise with
their hungry peeping. A lot of things were going on around me again! I felt quite useful and was so
happy to be able to help those plants and animals. But sometimes I would wonder what became
of my old friends, the Owls. Ever since the eruption I had not seen them, but every now and then
I could hear them hoot in a far away forest that the blast hadn't touched.
One day, perhaps fifteen years after the eruption, something wonderful happened.
A little Douglas fir sprouted right next to me! I was so happy that I almost rolled over!
With each passing year more and more Douglas firs, Pacific Silver firs and Western hemlocks sprouted.
They grew along with the shrubs, slowly at first, but soon they stood taller than all the other plants. New
plants and animals moved in every summer. But I couldn't see my friends Fireweed, Thistle and Pearly
Everlasting any longer. I guess they needed to find a brighter neighborhood to live in.
I can only imagine what will happen in the next few decades. More and more plants and animals will settle
here, and my conifer friends will grow bigger still. I will continue to grow smaller, and eventually I will
disappear. Not really disappear, though, because my nutrients will become part of other trees. Sooner or
later there will be a new forest here, and the owls will again hoot and roost on the branches of the trees.
Until Mount St. Helens erupts once more!
Make up your own story about a plant or animal that witnessed the eruption of M o u n t St. Helens and the return of life!
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Can p e o p l e change nature?

Can dead trees be helpful in nature?
YES! Did you know that more one hundred species of wildlife
that live in the Pacific Northwest use dead trees for food, shelter
and nesting! Among them are the Carpenter Ant and the Goldenmantled Ground Squirrel. Both are abundant at Mount St. Helens.

Yes, we can, but at Mount St. Helens we try not to! We want to keep the National
Volcanic Monument as undisturbed as possible, and you can help us do that! Below
are some things that you may see when you visit here. Can you circle the five objects
among them that could disturb the natural recovery process of Mount St. Helens?

Would you please help them find their way to the blown down
tree at the center of the maze?

Can you guess who we are?
These hints will help you find out.
I find the blown-down forest
and standing dead trees at
Mount St. Helens an ideal
place to make my home.

In 1980, many of us died in the
eruption of Mount St. Helens.
Grass is our favorite food. Lots of us
live at Mount St. Helens these days
because of all the tasty flowers and
shrubs that grow there!

I eat a variety of insects, fruits
and berries.
My mate and I take turns sitting
on the eggs.

I, being a male, weigh about 900 pounds!

Around the circle below are some animals that live at Mount St. Helens and their
foods. Draw lines connecting who eats what. For instance, the Ground Squirrel eats f
seeds and berries. Who might in turn eat the Ground Squirrel? Draw all the
connections you can think of. When you finish, you have created a simple model of a
food web, in which all the plants and animals are connected.

these tracks with the animal that made them?

Mystery Animals!

We spend the summer high in the
mountains and move down to valleys
in the winter months.

All things are connected.

W h o Was h e r e ? Can you match

Hi there! We are

We live in a herd because it offers many
eyes, ears, and noses checking for danger.
I, like other grown-up males, grow
antlers every year.
In the fall I bugle to let the females know
where I am and to scare other males.

My feet were made for
climbing trees and my beak is
long and strong.
I drum loudly on hollow tree
trunks when I am looking for
insects and, in spring, to attract
females.

Who am I?

Look around you!
While you are at Mount St. Helens,
keep your eyes open for critters and
animal signs along the trails:
droppings, bird feathers, nests,
mounds, woodpecker holes, and so
on. Here are some animal tracks
that you might see.

•/

Psssst... Have you heard about the new

Junior Ranger Program
at Mount St. Helens? Would you like to
learn more about the plants and animals
that live here and help protect our home?
Ask for more information about the
program at the visitor centers!
. •r*.

Let's try not to disturb the natural recovery process!
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Please put litter where it belongs! Hundreds of
thousands of people visit Mount St. Helens
every year. If even some of us litter,
there won't be much of nature left
to see! Please help us keep Mount
St. Helens clean and safe for everybody.

Feeding animals at the Monument is not healthy
for them. Even natural food like nuts offered by
humans is bad for wildlife because they will become
dependent on us. What will happen
to those critters in the winter, when
there's no one to feed them any more?

Pets: The National Volcanic Monument is home to
wildlife. Many critters that nest here can be disturbed
by dogs and cats. Therefore, please have your pet on a
leash, and at Coldwater Ridge
Visitor Center and Coldwater
Lake please take them for a walk
only in the pet exercise areas.

H u m a n foot prints off the trail: Plants grow
by the inch and die by the foot. Please don't harm
the plants living at Mount St. Helens by stepping on
>»^*Tf' \
them. They are turning the landscape
f
\»—Aif"\
green again! Stay on the
^-—^
f
)\,)
trails and paved areas.
"^
Thank you for your heir.
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An Ever Changing Landscape
Events of the past year reminded us that the landscape around Mount St. Helens is a work in progress. The summer of '95 ended with a marked
increase in the number of small earthquakes beneath the volcano. As winter began the earthquakes decreased and focus shifted from volcanic
activity to weather. The winter of 1996 delivered two of the largest flood events experienced in the Mount St. Helens area in over a century. Millions
of tons of ash and logs were swept into waterways as volcanic deposits gave way to torrential rains and rapid snow melt. These events reinforce our
appreciation for the power of nature and how large-scale disturbances, though infrequent, shape the landscapes in which we live.

Cooling Magma Causes Earthquakes

When Floodwaters Meet Volcano

Peter Frenzen is the Monument Scientist for the Mount St. Helens National
Volcanic Monument and has held this position since it was first created in
1987. He is responsible for coordinating ongoing scientific studies at the
volcano. Frenzen had the following to say about the most recent earthquake
activity:

The winter of 1995-96 brought some dramatic flooding to the streams and
valleys draining Mount St. Helens. A dramatic shift in the position of the
upper atmosphere's jet streams produced major swings in temperature and
precipitation. These shifts caused rapid melting of heavy snow packs and the
resulting run-off produced record flooding.

"When I learned that small earthquakes beneath the volcano had increased
from virtually none in January of 1995 to 100 per month by the following
September my first thought was that the volcano was waking up. In the life of
a 40,000 year old volcano such a rapid change in earthquakes over a period of
months is cause for concern. The last time we saw such a change was in 1991
when clusters of small (magnitude 1 or less) earthquakes were accompanied
by small gas explosions. Some of the explosions were large enough to hurl
rocks one foot in diameter one half mile from the dome, and produce ash
plumes that rose more that two miles above the crater rim.

As one rain storm followed another, saturated hillsides collapsed and flowed
into the vallevs below. Blast zone hillsides, lacking a protective forest cover
and the binding strength of tree roots, failed more frequently than forested
slopes. Streams that had developed stable pools and bank vegetation since the
1980 eruption were scoured by flooding. Many stream beds were buried by
landslides and sediments filled flood waters.

With the potential for gas explosions and mudflows from melting snow, the
Monument closed hiking trails immediately north of the crater. By late
November
1995,
geologists
and
Monument
staff were
confident that
activity had
returned to
the normal
background
level of 20
earthquakes
or less per
month. At
that point the
trail closures
were lifted.

Location of Earthquakes, 1995

Geologists
believe the
temporary
increase in
earthquake
activity may
have resulted
from cooling
of the magma
body beneath
the volcano.
As magma
cools and
solidifies,
gases trapped
in the
surrounding
rock are
squeezed and concentrated. Eventually, the pressure increases to a point
where the surrounding rock is fractured, producing small earthquakes. When
pressurized gases reach the surface they often produce small explosions and
ash plumes. This process that produces pressurized gases in cooling magma is
very similar to the process that causes the pressure to build within a frozen
soft drink and "erupt" a mixture of gas and soft drink when opened.
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Streams that were previously buried by debris avalanche and mudflow
deposits during the 1980 eruption were particularly hard hit. The sedimentfilled streams changed course, undercutting their banks and sweeping away
adjacent deposits. The high flows and associated erosion swept away streamside vegetation that had developed over the past fifteen years.
The 1996 floods killed many aquatic organisms and stream bank dwellers.
However, it is important to realize that this was just another event in a long
cycle of natural disturbances. The productivity of many Northwestern streams
is built upon the deposits of past floods. Research has shown that, over the
long-term, flood transported boulders, logs and other debris help promote the
formation of stable pools and stream beds. In the absence of chronic
sedimentation or other continuing disturbances these streams develop
thriving new communities. This is not surprising given that this cycle of
periodic disturbance and renewal has been repeated for thousands of years.
The events of the past year have reminded us that we live on a dynamic planet
that is shaped by powerful natural forces. Our challenge is to better
understand these forces and to learn to live in harmony with their rhythms.

Answers to the
Mystery Animal Qu iz
on the previous page:
The mystery Animals are
E l k (Roosevelt Elk) and

the Northern Flicker,
which is a woodpecker.
Both are abundant around
Mount St. Helens,
so you might see them
during your visit!
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There are many trails at Mount St. Helens leading hikers
into a variety of exciting environments. Crater views, new
lakes, ancient lava flows, mudflows, and old-growth forest
can all be found here. To ensure your safety: wear sturdy
shoes, bring sunscreen, and carry one quart or more of water
per person. Trail guides are available; inquire at any visitor
center or other Forest Service Office in the area. Read on to
discover hiking opportunities that await you. Keep in mind
that you may encounter winter storm damage. Please report
problems to any Forest Service official.
(See page 6 for Trail Difficulty definitions.)
WEST SIDE TRAILS
LAKES TRAIL #211 and ELK BENCH TRAIL #211D
Trail Difficulty: More Difficult
The Lakes Trail #211 and the Elk Bench Trail #211D provide
extended hiking opportunities from the Coldwater Ridge
Visitor Center and the Coldwater Lake Recreation Area.

Woods Creek Watchable Wildlife Trail.

NORTH SIDE TRAILS
WOODS CREEK WATCHABLE WILDLIFE TRAIL #247
AND PICNIC AREA
Trail Difficulty: Easy
The Lakes Trail begins near the Coldwater Lake boat launch
Located directly across from the Woods Creek Information
and parallels the northwest shoreline of Coldwater Lake.
Station, this 2.5 mile barrier-free trail system takes you
The trail is mostly level and provides views of the lake and
through an array of plant and animal life. The trail leads into
the jagged peaks surrounding the upper Coldwater Valley.
a mixed hardwood/conifer forest, breaks into an open
meadow, crosses Woods Creek, passes several beaver ponds,
The Elk Bench Trail descends steeply from the visitor center
climbs into an old-growth forest, then loops back into a
to the Lakes Trail, dropping about 600 feet in less than a
hardwood forest. The picnic area is located at the trailhead.
mile. The upper section of the trail offers views of the crater
Facilities include nine individual picnic sites, three charcoal
and lava dome of Mount St. Helens.
grills, a small picnic shelter and a restroom, all barrier-free.
Trail guides are available at the trailhead for a donation.
Both trails are within the Administrative Closure Area.
Environmental education packs have been developed for this
Hikers are required to stay on the trail, and may not camp or site. Pick one up at the Woods Creek Information Station.
build fires. Watch for wooden trail marking posts and carry
These are a great way for the entire family to learn more
water.
about the area.
BIRTH OF A LAKE TRAIL
Trail Difficulty: Easy
Take a journey full of discovery, explore on your own
along a 0.25 mile barrier-free trail that borders the shoreline
of Coldwater Lake. Find out how this lake was formed in
1980 and how it supports organisms large and small. The
trail features a boardwalk that journeys out over the lake
and ends by hugging a huge hummock. This trail is located
in the day use area at Coldwater Lake, just below the visitor
center.

IRON CREEK OLD-GROWTH TRAIL #83
Trail Difficulty: Easy
This barrier-free trail begins and ends at the
Iron Creek Picnic Area. The 0.25 mile,
compacted gravel trail loops through
an ancient forest. Interpretive signs
help explain how a root disease has
changed this forest. This trail will not
be accessible until Road #25 is open.
IRON CREEK
CAMPGROUND TRAIL #187
Trail Difficulty: Easy
You can start this trail from the
Iron Creek Picnic Area or from
many areas within Iron Creek
Campground. The 1.5 mile
trail follows the Cispus River
and twists through
magnificent Western red cedar
and Douglas fir forests.
The trail is barrier-free
with a compacted gravel
surface.
The trail will not be accessible
until Road #25 is open.
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This popular 3 mile round trip hike is a good choice for families and
beginning hikers. Watch for a surprise at the inlet to June Lake and notice the
large ancient lava flow that formed the lake. The path winds through young fir
forests from the trailhead to the lake.
The June Lake trailhead is on Forest Road 83 about 4 miles west of the Lava
Canyon Recreation Area. Please pack out all of your litter and practice no trace
camping.

SOUTH SIDE
TRAILS
Trail of
Two Forests
#233
Trail Difficulty: Easy
This 0.25 mile
barrier-free boardwalk
trail allows you to
venture through a land
of lava. Discover the
molds or impressions
of an ancient forest
engulfed by a lava
flow nearly 1,900 years
ago, and an emerald
forest that has risen
from the black basaltic
lava. If you bring a
flashlight along, there
is an opportunity to
crawl through the
mold of a tree that
stood at this site 1,900
years ago.

Lava Canyon Trail
#184
Trail difficulty: Easy-Most Difficult
Follow the Muddy River as it plummets 1,400 feet down a mudflow-scoured
canyon, cascading over an ancient lava flow. The 0.5 mile barrier-free upper
section leads to a viewpoint of a waterfall. The middle section ventures along a
1 mile loop frail that crosses over the turbulent Muddy River. The 2.5 mile
lower section descends into the depths of the rugged canyon and provides
views of a series of spectacular waterfalls. Beware of slick rocks and steep
drops. There was some damage to trail due to recent storms.
Loowit Trail
#216
Trail difficulty: Most Difficult
The Loowit Trail #216 is a 27-mile loop that circles the volcano between 3,5004,500 feet elevation. The trail offers a tremendous variety of terrain and
traverses some of the most dynamic landscape at Mount St. Helens. The trail
winds past old growth trees, across ancient lava flows and into standing dead
and blown down forest. The northern portion of the loop crosses areas affected
by the 1980 eruption's landslide, blast, pyroclastic flows and mudflows.

Ape Cave
Trail Difficulty: Easy Most Difficult
Named by members

There is no direct access to the Loowit Trail. Instead, it is accessible from several
"feeder" trails which add to the total loop length. The most popular feeder trails
are the Ptarmigan Trail #216A and the June Lake Trail #216B.

Lava Canyon Trail
of a n o u t d o o r g r o u p
called the Mount St. Helens Apes, this cave is the longest continuous lava tube
in the continental United States. Cavers should wear warm clothes, sturdy
shoes and have at least two sources of light. Lantern rentals are available at
Apes' Headquarters for $4 from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Two different routes of exploration exist inside the cave and an aboveground trail (Ape Cave #239) connects the main and upper entrances. The
lower cave is a relatively easy 0.75 mile hike that takes 1 hour round trip. The
challenging upper cave is 1.5 miles long, requires climbing over large piles of
rocks and takes 2.5 to 3 hours.

Some portions of the Loowit Trail may be difficult to follow. Watch for wooden
posts and rock cairn trail markers and use a topographic map. Use great care
while crossing gullies or where loose rock is on the trail. Expect down trees
along the forested portions of the trail. Water is very limited on this trail during
most of the summer and should be treated before drinking.
Between Windy Pass on the east and the South Fork of the Toutle River on the
west, the trail is within the Restricted Area. In this area hikers are required to
stay on the trail, may not camp and may not build fires, this trail segment is 11
miles long, plan your hike accordingly.

June Lake Trail
#216B
Trail Difficulty: Moderate
Trail #216B climbs gently for about 1.5 miles to the crystal blue waters of
June Lake. After a short steep climb beyond the lake, the June Lake Trail ends
at the intersection with the Loo wit Trail #216.

Camping in the Monument
CAMPGROUNDS

*
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'Fees range upward from $6
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Service is present In campground.

Dispersed camping is permitted outside
of the Restricted Area of the National
Volcanic Monument. Private, State and
National Forest campgrounds can be
found near the Monument boundary. This
chart summarizes camping opportunities
in the Mount St. Helens vicinity. Open fires
are not permitted in any of the disturbed
areas of the Monument (gas camp stoves
only). When fire danger is high, trails and
access in some areas may be closed.

Coldwater Lake Recreation Area
Lake Facilites

Please Remember

The Coldwater Lake Recreation Area is located just east of Coldwater
Ridge Visitor Center. Visitors to the lake can enjoy a beautiful closeup
view of the lake and surrounding peaks with Mount St. Helens
standing in the distance. Birds can be seen and heard all around while
fish surface in the waters nearby.

Picnic area at Coldwater Lake
This area offers a variety of recreation opportunities including picnic
facilities, a boardwalk interpretive trail, a small Discovery Area, and a
boat launch. Restrooms, a fish cleaning station, and a pet area are also
provided. These lake facilities can be reached by driving 2 miles east on
State Highway 504 from the Coldwater Ridge Visitor Center.

While enjoying the Coldwater Lake Recreation Area, please
remember:
• This is a Day Use Area only. CAMPING IS NOT PERMITTED.
• Pets must be kept on a leash and are permitted only in the
designated pet area.
• Since plants "grow by the inch and die by the foot," stay on the
trails and hard-surfaced plaza areas.
• A Discovery Area has been established to allow closer study of
natural features along the outlet stream of the lake. Within the
Discovery Area please step carefully and leave plants, animals and
insects alive and well.
• The Birth of a Lake Trail is an interpretive trail for viewing wildlife
and the natural features of the area. Fishing and swimming are NOT
permitted from this trail.
• The boat launch is for launching and landing of watercraft only.
Fishing and swimming are NOT allowed in the boat launch area.
• No gas-powered motors, all types of watercraft welcome.
• A valid Washington State Fishing License is required.
• Only artificial flies or lures with a single, barbless hook are allowed.
Bait is prohibited.
• There is a one fish limit per person, per day. Minimum size is 16
inches.
• Shoreline fishing is allowed only from the three designated shoreline
access points (see information display at boat launch for locations).

For Your Information
You can call or write the folowing sources for additional information:
Mount St. Helens
National Volcanic Monument
42218 N.E., Yale Bridge Road
Amboy WA, 98601
(360) 750-3900 (Information)
(360) 750-3903 (24 hour recording)
(360) 750-3902 (*TTY)
(360) 750-3961 (Climbing Hotline)
(360) 750-3901 (Fax)

Gifford Pinchot National Forest
Forest Headquarters
6926 E. Fourth Plain Blvd.
P.O. Box 8944
Vancouver, WA 98668-8944
(360) 750-5000 (Information)
(360) 750-5009 (24 hour recording)
(360) 750-5003 (*TTY)
(360) 750-5045 (Fax)

Mount St. Helens Visitor Center
3029 Spirit Lake Hwy.
Castle Rock, WA 98611
(360) 274-2100 (Information)
(360) 274-2103 (24 hour recording)
(360) 274-2102 (*TTY)
(360) 274-2101 (Fax)

Randle Ranger District
P.O. Box 670
Randle, WA 98377
(360) 497-1100 (information)
(360) 497-1101 (*TTY)
(360) 497-1102 (Fax)

Coldwater Ridge Visitor Center
3029 Spirit Lake Highway
Castle Rock, WA 98611
(360) 274-2131 (Information)
(360) 274-2129 (Fax)

Wind River Ranger District
1262 Hemlock Rd.
Carson, WA 98610
(509) 427-3200 (information)
(509) 427-4541 (*TTY)
(509) 427-3215 (Fax)

Packwood Ranger District
13068 U.S. Hwy. 12
Packwood, WA 98361
(360) 494-0600 (Information)
(360) 494-0601 (*TTY)
(360) 494-0602 (Fax)
Mt. Adams Ranger District
2455 Hwy. 141
Trout Lake, WA 98650
(509) 395-3400 (Information)
(509) 395-3422 (*TTY)
(509) 395-3424 (Fax)
Columbia River Gorge National
Scenic Area Waucoma Center
902 Wasco Avenue Suite 200
Hood River, OR 97031
(503) 386-2333 (Information)
(503) 386-8758 (*TTY)
(503) 386-1916 (Fax)
*TTY - Teletypewriter for the
hearing impaired.
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and the Recovery Process T

Like the
proverbial
time traveler,
visitors to
Mount St.
Helens have
the
opportunity to
step back in
time and see
what the
Pacific
Northwest
must have
looked like in
the aftermath
of past
volcanic
eruptions.
With this
opportunity
comes a
responsibility, for, like the time traveler of science fiction, the
Monument visitor has the potential to change history forever. Actions
that on the surface appear to be harmless, can be disastrous when
multiplied by the many thousands of visitors who come to the
Monument each year. What has taken nature more than a decade to
establish can thoughtlessly be erased in only a moment. Picking a
flower, collecting rocks or trampling plants by walking off-trail can
forever alter the process of natural recovery.

• Science at Mount St. Helens •
When Mount St. Helens erupted in 1980, an outstanding scientific
opportunity was created. As a result, scientists from across the
country and throughout the world came to Mount St. Helens to
observe geologic and biological processes first hand. The

Measuring a research plot at Coldwater Ridge
importance of Mount St. Helens as a national resource for scientific
study of volcanic features and processes was recognized and, in
1982, Congress established the Mount St. Helens National Volcanic
Monument in the Gifford Pinchot National Forest. In the 16 years
since the eruption, research has been an important source of basic
information for land managers and for visitors who come to learn
about the geology and biology of the area.

Environmental Education
• TTTTTTVTVVA
Since its creation in 1982, the
Mount St. Helens National
Volcanic Monument has been a
leader in promoting
environmental and science
education. This has been done by
offering facilities and activities
that encourage hands-on learning,
developing curriculum guides,
conducting teacher training
workshops, and developing
innovative partnerships with
school districts and others.
More than 10,000 students a year
travel to the Monument's two
visitor centers. While on site, they
view the theater presentations,
complete assignments given by
their teachers, hike area trails, and
meet with interpretive staff as
available to answer questions and
learn more about the area. Some
schools visit attractions on the
Monument's south side including
the Lahar Viewpoint, Ape Cave,
and the Trail of Two Forests.
Educational materials and a series
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Variety of Opportunities

of Environmental Study Areas help
make all of the above areas more
meaningful for students. Special
educational programs are made
available to a limited number of
groups. Teachers are required to call
ahead to the visitor centers to
arrange for these services.
For those teachers planning a
more in-depth study of the volcano
or the ecosystems around it, two
curriculum guides have been
developed. "A Living Laboratory:
Volcanoes" is a teacher-generated
curriculum that encourages middle
school students to learn new
thinking skills while discovering
the many ways that volcanoes have
helped shape the Earth. The
recently developed NICHES
(Northwest Integrated
Concept/Process Hands-On
Environmental Science) curriculum
is designed to teach elementary
students science concepts and
process skills.
The Mount St. Helens "Fire and

TTTTTTTTTTTT

School group completes an assignment
To receive a copy of our teacher
Life"videodisc is an interactive
computer program that provides a packet contact:
Environmental Ed. Coordinator
rich resource for the study of
MSHNVM
volcanoes.
42218 NE Yale Bridge Rd.
Amboy, WA 98601
(360) 750-3900

The Northwest Interpretive Association
The Northwest Interpretive Association is a private non-profit organization
that supports Forest Service interpretive and visitor services through the
sale of a variety of publications, maps and educational materials. Proceeds
from the sale of interpretive materials are used to fund Monument
interpretive programs, the Volcano Review newspaper, new exhibits and
displays, training seminars and much, much more.

Membership entitles a 14% discount. Orders must be accompanied by
full payment: check, charge or money order. Make checks payable to
Northwest Interpretive Association (NWIA). Washington residents
must add sales tax. Allow 3 to 4 weeks delivery. All books are
paperback unless otherwise noted. Prices subject to change without
notice. For more information contact (360) 274-2125.

MOUNT ST. HELENS

MAPS AND TRAIL GUIDES

PACIFIC NORTHWEST

FOR CHILDREN

Eruptions of Mount St. Helens: Past,
Present and Future. Tilling, 47 p. 4.95
This photopacked book explores the
vast array of information gathered from
one of the world's most studied
geologic sites.

Mount St. Helens National Volcanic
Monument Trail Guide. 144 p. 7.95
Descriptions and maps of trails
exploring the Monument, including
types and amount of use, difficulty,
elevation, facilities, and connecting
trails.

Cascade/Olympic Natural History.
Mathews, 625 p
22.50
A field guide for the Cascade and
Olympic Mountain ranges. With
photographs and drawings.

Discovering Northwest Volcanoes.
Fields/Machlis, 31 p.
3.95

Fire Mountain. Boly, 74 p.
Softcover 9.95
Hardcover 16.95
Information about Mounts St. Helens'
eruption in a conversational tone.
Includes diagrams and black and white
as well as color photos.

Mount St. Helens NVM map
3.00
A map and guide for visitors to the
National Volcanic Monument with an
illustration depicting eruptions of the
volcano.

Mount St. Helens: The Eruption and
Recovery of a Volcano.
Carson, 160 p.
19.95
This book documents the eruption and
subsequent recovery of Mount St.
Helens

Mount St. Helens National Volcanic
Monument Williams, 112 p.
6.95
A pocket guide to Mount St. Helens.

Story Behind The Scenery: Mount
St. Helens. C o r c o r a n 48 p.
6.95

National Forest maps
Each 3.00
Detailed topographic maps of Mount
Adams, Mount Baker-Snoqualmie,
Gifford Pinchot, Goat Rocks
Wilderness, Mount Hood, Olympic
National Forest, Wenatchee National
Forest, Willamette National Forest.

Spectacular photographs and revealing
text tell the Mount St. Helens story,
focusing on the May 18, 1980 eruption.
Mount St Helens, The Continuing
Story in Pictures. Quiring, 48 p. 6.95
French, German or Japanese
7.95
A continuation of the Story Behind The
Scenery book about Mount St. Helens,
focusing on the rebirth of plant and
animal life in the area.
Truman of St Helens: The Man and
His Mountain. Rosen, 163 p.
9.95
Conveys Truman's love for the
mountain in a colorful style.
Ape Cave. Halliday, 25 p.
1.95
Learn how and when this longest
known continuous lava tube in the
contiguous 48 states was formed.
Roadside Geology of Mount St. Helens
and Vicinity. Pringle, 115 p.
4.95
Examines the history, structure and
processes of Mount St. Helens and early
Cascade volcanoes. Describes geologic
features in the Monument.

LAPEL PINS
Interpretive Lapel Pins from parks
and forests around the Northwest:
Mount St. Helens NVM, Mount
Rainier NP, Olympic NP, Olympic NF,
North Cascades NP
Each 3.95
Friends of Mount St. Helens

5.00

Cascade Alpine Guide
2nd Ed. Vol. 1,328 p.
25.00
Climbing and High Routes, Columbia
River to Stevens Pass.
Plants of the Pacific Northwest Coast
Bojar/ Mackinnon, 528 p.
19.95
Easy to use field guide features 794
species of plants found along the Pacific
coast from Alaska to Oregon.

Road Guide to Mount St. Helens.
Decker, 59 p.
4.95
German translation
6.95

VIDEO
The Fire Below Us
24.95
A dramatic 60 minute documentary
combining eyewitness accounts and
spectacular footage about Mount St.
Helens, reminding us of the power of
nature.
Mount St Helens: The Turmoil of
Creation Continues.
29.95
A 90 minute exploration of Mount St.
Helens before and after the eruption of
May 18, 1980. Explains why the
mountain erupted, how life survived,
and what the future may hold for this
changing landscape. VHS and PAL
format.

Earthsearch. Cassidy, 109 p.
19.95
A children's hands-on geography
museum in a book. Conceived and
developed by teachers.
Nature Craft Field Kit
11.95
Includes binoculars, magnifying glass,
collector's box, plastic net, compass
and a 24 page booklet with activities.
Helps children explore the wonders of
nature.

SMOKEYBEAR
Smokey Bear T-shirts.
Cotton/polyester.
Adult sizes (S, M, L, XL)
Children's sizes (XS, S, M, L)

15.95
10.95

Smokey Bear Doll 8"
Smokey Bear Hand Puppet

8.00
12.00

Smokey Bear Patches
Large Emblem
Prevent Forest Fires
Junior Forest Ranger
Protect Our Forests
Think - Thanks
BECOME AN ASSOCIATION MEMBER
MEMBERSHIPS ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE
Membership Categories:
Student
Individual

5.00
10.00

Family

15.00

* Aldo Leopold
* Marcus Whitman
' Chief Joseph

25.00
50.00
75.00

Life Membership:
' Gifford Pinchot
Corporate/Benefactor
* Stephen Mather
• John Muir
*
3
3
3

ORDER BLANK
Title

Quantity

2.00
1.00
1.00
2.60
2.25
150.00
500.00
1,000.00

Includes a copy of:
Forests of Mount Rainier
Island of Rivers
Drummers and Dreamers
Please specify one.

Retail Price

Total Cost

POSTCARDS AND POSTERS
12 Mount St. Helens postcards

3.00

Rosenquist Strip:
5 postcards showing the actual
sequence of the eruption.

1.50

Eruption Poster

5.95

Name

Subtotal
Membership Discount
Sales Tax 7.5%
(WA. Residents)
Postage & Handling

Address
City

Power and Spirit Panorama
4.00
12x36 panoramic poster of Mount St.
Helens and Spirit Lake.

"

$2.00 first item ($3.00 for video);

_. ,
State

-..
Zip

$1.00 ea. add!; $5.00 max.

Phone

(day/night)

•
Membership
Amount Enclosed

_^_

Send your order form and any correspondence to: Northwest Interpretive Association, 3029 Spirit Lake Highway, Castle Rock, WA 98611

Mount St. Helens and Vicinity
: Watch for this sign on routes
1
leading to Mount St. Helens
To S e a t t l e i
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